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It is with much joy and a spirit of thankfulness that I reflect on 2021 and all the ways we have been blessed by our great
God. I am constantly thankful for the wonderful staff that serve so diligently as part of the ministry of our school. Their
investment in the lives of the young people in our care is inspiring and I believe has eternal significance.
Staff and students had to develop an additional level of resilience as lockdown arrangements continued for months.
I do not believe that at the commencement of 2021 anyone would have expected that schools in NSW would be closed
to students for sixteen consecutive weeks. Even when they were able to return, almost halfway through Term 4, school
remained unusual with cohorting arrangements in place and the cancelation of most school activities.
Despite these challenges there remains much to be thankful for. Our HSC students completed their examinations later
than anyone had planned but still managed to achieve some impressive results. For the 4th year in a row, WCCS
placed 5th on the Central Coast across all schools. This was a great reflection on the hard work of the students and
their teachers. We had one student achieve an individual subject score of 98 which is the highest in the history of the
school. Similarly, our 2021 NAPLAN data showed that we continue to remain above national averages across almost all
areas of assessment with improved results in a majority of these. Also pleasing is the growth in performance amongst
our higher achieving students. Historically we have seen significant growth in our lower ability students, but we are now
seeing this trend across a broader spectrum of each cohort. It is important to celebrate academic achievement and the
encouraging results achieved, but we do that recognising that there is much to character development and a full
education that is not measured as part of the HSC or NAPLAN testing.
As we continue to develop a culture of review and refinement, in 2021 we altered the day structure in the Secondary
School. Rather than 7 x 45 minute lessons, we now run 4 x 77 minute lessons each day. This has reduced movement
around the school and interruption to lessons, all with the aim of facilitating the learning environment and further
establishing a culture of learning across the whole school.
Before the pandemic placed the school in lockdown, teaching staff enjoyed the opportunity to build collaborative
partnerships with like staff from other schools as we introduced a system of teacher exchange days with Belmont
Christian College. This was born out of research from John Hattie and Lyn Sharratt focusing on the idea of collective
efficacy, not just within schools but across schools. In 2021 Christian Schools Australia (CSA) conducted a Community
Profile Survey aimed at gaining an understanding as to why parents are choosing to send their children to Christian
Schools. This was for all CSA schools across Australia. Interestingly, at a time when church attendance is in decline, we
are seeing an increase in enrolments across Christian Schools right across Australia. The data clearly identified that we
have maintained a close connection with the church and a Christian community.
2021 was also the year that we said farewell to our long serving Principal Mr Ian
Liney. He concluded his fifteen-year tenure at the school to take on a role as NSW/
ACT Executive Officer for Christian Schools Australia. We are very thankful to God
for his strong legacy of Christian distinctive within Christian Education he instilled
in the school and for all that he achieved as part of the ministry of WCCS.
Darren Milligan
Principal

The beginning of 2021 started with a bunch of new faces from the tiniest kindergarten children to a large number
of new staff across K-12, all excited to share in the ministry and mission of Wyong Christian Community School.
The new year bought many events highlighting the broad range of student’s abilities, within our school, such as
the Art Installation Day, Geography Competition and the Swimming Carnival. It was through events like these
that students were able to showcase their God given talents and represent the school in their chosen areas.
After numerous sporting carnivals, fun and eventful school camps, CMT retreats, Duke of Edinburgh hikes and
opportunities for students to engage in extra-curriculum activities, the school was met once again with an
unfortunate mandatory lockdown. Whilst this physical separation brought many challenges with adjustments to
learning and coping with isolation, it was also a refreshing opportunity to reflect and spend intentional time with
family. With the incredible dedication of teachers and perseverance of students, new ways to learn and engage
with one another were discovered as they had the chance to develop not only their education, but their
relationship with one another and Christ in unique and valuable ways. It was through this lockdown that students
and teachers fostered a greater appreciation for our community focused school, face-to-face education and all
the many blessings in our lives.

Finally, after four long months, we were back in our beautiful school grounds, surrounded by many excited, warm,
and welcoming faces. Whilst many restrictions still applied, this did not prevent the school from prioritising the
enhancement of community spirit, through fortnightly chapel services in stages where students could come
together and hear the good news of Jesus.
As the year drew to a close and restrictions eased further, students eagerly
participated in sporting gala days, excursions and incursions, Da Vinci
decathlon and Model United Nations Assembly. Furthermore, we were
fortunate to hear from guest speakers throughout the year who enriched our
learning such as ‘bstreetsmart’ and a representative from Girri Girra.
Despite the Year 12 students having to withstand lockdowns, and significant
delays to Trials the HSC, Graduation and Formal, they all exhibited
tremendous resilience and strength, characteristics that will journey with them
beyond their schooling life. We would like to send our congratulations to the
class of 2021 on their graduation and offer our best wishes for their journey
ahead.
To be a part of the community of this school, is a privilege and a blessing. It is
a place where both staff and students are encouraged and nurtured to grow
and learn holistically, to seek God and His wisdom for living, and to be a light
to our wider community. Our prayer moving forward is that each member of
the school community will continue to thrive, growing into God’s purpose for
their lives, and representing Christ in everything they do.
Meghan Hocking and Jesse Milligan
School Captains 2021

After two challenging years, the School Board is very impressed with the way the school community has
accepted the unpredictable and responded with creativity, flexibility and empathy. Through it all, God has helped
us grow new learning and teaching skills that will benefit us for many years to come.

One lasting benefit is the collaborative way that teachers have worked to help students stay on track with their
learning. This has been reflected in the school’s commendable NAPLAN and ATAR results in 2021. Particularly
pleasing is the growth in performance amongst our higher achieving students. Historically, we have seen
significant growth in our lower ability students, but we are now seeing this trend across a broader spectrum.
As we submit our new Masterplan to the Central Coast Council to allow future growth, we remain focused on
building on our strengths; our Christian values, our inclusivity and our resources. We desire to see our values even
more explicitly expressed in all our activities and relationships. Special needs have always been a
much-appreciated priority, but we are committed to being a shining example of inclusivity for all children,
whatever their need is. We will also continue to invest in new and improved classrooms and facilities, including a
new Performing Arts Block in 2023.
Much of our strength and readiness for growth has been due to Principal Ian Liney’s wise and strong leadership
over the past 15 years. We will miss him greatly but heartily congratulate him on being appointed as the NSW/
ACT Executive Officer for Christian Schools Australia. We know that God will continue to provide the leadership
to achieve His purposes in giving many young people the opportunity to grow spiritually, academically and
socially, ready to serve Him.
The School Board, on behalf of the Wyong Baptist Church, willingly continues to support the school’s vision and
mission, while ensuring compliance with regulations. However, we must thank our hardworking staff and
committed families for the fact that our community remains a strong shining light, attracting more to God’s
family and guiding them in His ways.
To Him be the Glory,
David Langford
Chairperson

Wyong Christian Community School is a Non-Government school which has been serving the Christian
community within the Wyong Shire since 1993. Located on the Central Coast of NSW approximately an hour’s
drive north of Sydney, the school serves as a ministry of Wyong Baptist Church offering quality Christian
education to families in the Wyong region and beyond.
Sitting on 28 acres of lush floodplain the school provides a caring and supportive atmosphere where committed
Christian teachers have the opportunity to model Christian values to their students. WCCS is a combined school
from Kindergarten through to Year 12. Total enrolments in 2021 were 737 students This included 360 boys and 377
girls.
All subjects are taught from a Biblical perspective, which means that the values of the Bible are explicit in all that
is taught.
At WCCS we seek to develop a strong sense of community amongst our staff, students and parents. We believe
that parents and teachers must work in partnership and, therefore, involve parents in every aspect of the school.
The school has experienced significant growth throughout its history and has established a fine reputation
amongst the community as an educational centre with a strong academic program with opportunities to use and
develop gifts in creative arts and sport. Through all this though, the school has maintained it’s distinctive, that is
to deliver a quality Christian education that develops the whole child and prepares them for a life of service
beyond school.

INDEX OF COMMUNITY SOCIO-EDUCATIONAL ADVANTAGE (ICSEA)
School ICSEA value – 1054
Average ICSEA value – 1000
School ICSEA Percentile – 71

Percentages are rounded an may not add to 100

Full-time
Enrolments: 737
Boys: 360
Girls: 377

Language
Background
Other Than
English
5%

Indigenous
Students
2%

SENIOR SECONDARY OUTCOMES

Senior Secondary Certificate Awarded

36

Completed Senior Secondary School

37

Vocational Education & Training Enrolments

3

Student
Attendance
Rate
90%

Year 3

Year 5

Year 7

Year 9

READING

WRITING

SPELLING

GRAMMAR

NUMERACY

441

439

418

438

422

421-461

422-456

400-437

416-459

404-440

SIM

ALL

SIM

ALL

SIM

ALL

SIM

ALL

SIM

ALL

453

438

440

425

434

421

451

433

419

403

Online

Paper

Online

Online

Online

READING

WRITING

SPELLING

GRAMMAR

NUMERACY

524

497

516

523

510

507-540

480-514

500-531

505-541

495-524

SIM

ALL

SIM

ALL

SIM

ALL

SIM

ALL

SIM

ALL

525

511

494

480

515

504

517

503

507

495

Online

Online

Online

Online

Online

READING

WRITING

SPELLING

GRAMMAR

NUMERACY

552

521

555

561

554

538-566

505-536

540-569

545-576

540-567

SIM

ALL

SIM

ALL

SIM

ALL

SIM

ALL

SIM

ALL

556

542

536

522

560

548

550

533

566

550

Online

Online

Online

Online

Online

READING

WRITING

SPELLING

GRAMMAR

NUMERACY

579

567

578

576

593

566-592

549-584

563-592

561-591

581-606

SIM

ALL

SIM

ALL

SIM

ALL

SIM

ALL

SIM

ALL

583

577

558

551

585

580

579

573

593

588

Online

Online

Online

Online

Online

INTERPRETING THE TABLE

SIM: Compare to Students with similar background

Selected school’s average when compared to
students with a similar background

ALL: All Australian Students
NAPLAN participation for WCCS 95%
NAPLAN participation for all Australia students
95%

Close to

Below

Further analysis of NAPLAN results can be found by
looking at the Wyong Christian Community School
page on the Myschool website
(http://www.myschool.edu.au

With 36 students completing the HSC in 2021, class sizes are in most instances relatively small and as such one
student’s result can significantly impact the percentage figures. Significant trends in student performance are
difficult to identify.

SENIOR SECONDARY OUTCOMES:
5% of the Year 12 Cohort undertook a VET or Trade Training
2% of the Year 12 Cohort completed Distant Education Courses
100% of the Year 12 Cohort sat and attained a Year 12 Certificate

RECORD OF STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT:
Policies and procedures are in place for the recording of grades and preparation of Records of Student
Achievement.
In 2021 there were 14 RoSAs issued to students at WCCS.
Year 10: 11
Year 11: 3

SENIOR SECONDARY OUTCOMES (STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT)

Course

2021 % With 2020 % With 2019 % With 2018 % With
Band 5/6
Band 5/6
Band 5/6
Band 5/6
WCCS
WCCS
WCCS
WCCS
(State)

(State)

(State)

(State)

Ancient History

37 (34)

43 (33)

25 (35)

-

Biology

39 (31)

9 (31)

33 (31)

17 (37)

Business Studies

17 (36)

12 (35)

0 (32)

0 (37)

Chemistry

0 (40)

0 (43)

0 (46)

14 (42)

Community and Family Studies

50 (31)

40 (33)

80 (36)

60 (29)

Design and Technology

29 (45)

0 (46)

0 (46)

80 (47)

-

14 (47)

-

0 (42)

Electrotechnology

0 (8)

-

-

-

English (Standard)

17 (17)

9 (11)

0 (12)

0 (15)

English (Advanced)

50 (68)

47 (63)

30 (61)

20 (63)

-

25 (17)

-

_

Food Technology

100 (36)

20 (29)

50 (33)

60 (32)

Industrial Technology

43 (25)

40 (24)

80 (21)

-

Legal Studies

0 (42)

50 (39)

14 (41)

25 (44)

Mathematics (Standard 1)

-

0 (11)

-

-

Mathematics (Standard) 2

15 (25)

10 ( 24)

15 (24)

8 (27)

Mathematics (Advanced)

13 (50)

8 (52)

14 (49)

20 (52)

Modern History

29 (37)

50 (36)

16 (38)

29 (42)

Music 1

100 (64)

86 (64)

100 (66)

100 (65)

PDHPE

23 (31)

16 (34)

40 (33)

29 (33)

Physics

0 (40)

0 (40)

0 (37)

0 (35)

Retail Services

100 (6)

0 (6)

-

-

Society and Culture

-

67 (44)

20 (44)

-

Studies of Religion 1

25 (42)

45 (43)

41 (46)

47 (37)

Studies of Religion 2

50 (46)

-

--

Textiles and Design

-

0 (56)

-

-

0 (17)

-

-

-

75 (63)

100 ( 65)

100 (62)

43 (53)

Drama

English Studies

Tourism, Travel and Events
Visual Arts

TEACHER PROFESSIONAL LEARNING, ACCREDITATION AND QUALIFICATIONS
Provider

Course

Attended

ACHPER

Teaching Stage 6 CAFS for the first time

1

ACHPER

Teaching Stage 6 CAFS for the first time

1

ACS

Library Conference

1

AIS

The Craft of Writing

1

AIS

HSC English: The Craft of Writing: Standard and Advanced

1

AIS

Creative and Discursive Writing in English 7-12

1

AIS

ICT Management and Leadership Conference

1

AIS

Reflecting on Whole School Wellbeing

1

AIS

SOR Conference

2

AIS

Mathematics Research to Practice – Spiral of Inquiry

16

AIS

Texts & Human Experiences for New Stage 6 English Teacher

1

Anglican EdComm

Teaching Mathematics from a Christian Perspective

5

CIM Marketing

School Marketing Masterclass

2

CSA

Flame Network

3

CSA (online)

National Leadership Summit Symposium

4

Discovering Disability (online)

Dyslexia & Hidden Disability

5

English Teachers Association

Early Career Teachers Big Day

1

Great Books

Shared Enquiry Essentials Training

2

HTA (online)

History Teachers Association State Conference

4

Intro English

Henry IV, Part 1

1

Karben

HLTAIDO11 Provide First Aid

2

Languages Road Show

Engaging Gen Z through Languages

1

Lawsense

Law for School Counsellors Webinar

1

Lifeline

ASIST Workshop

2

Natural Future Schools

Conference

1

NESA

Science Extension Assessor

1

Peer Support Australia

Workshop for the delivery of Peer Support Program

2

School Staff 2021
Teaching Staff

97
62

Full-time equivalent Teaching Staff

56.0

Part-time equivalent Teaching Staff

14

Non-Teaching Staff

34

Full-time equivalent Non-Teaching Staff

23.1

Part-time equivalent Non-Teaching Staff

19

Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander Staff

0

Female Staff

68

Male Staff

29

At an executive level the management of the school is overseen by the Principal. The Senior Leadership also
consists of the Business Manager, Assistant Principal and four Heads of School (2 x Junior & 2 x Secondary).
Assisting in the delivery of educational outcomes are KLA Learning Leaders for English, Mathematics, Science,
HSIE, PDHPE, TAS, CA, Biblical Studies and Education Support as well as an Infants and a Primary Learning
Leader.

In 2021 Wyong Christian Community School catered for classes in Kindergarten through to Year 12.
Attendance rates for each year are represented in the graph below:

The average attendance rate for the entire school in 2021 was 90%
When a student fails to attend school for any reason the parents/carers are requested to contact the school
before 9am to inform us of their absence. Failure to do so will result in a text message by the office to the
parent/carer to enquire as to the absence. Any verbal explanation for an absence is recorded on the School
Management System (SMS), otherwise a written explanation for the absence is required upon return to school.
Any unexplained absences are followed up with an email with a request for an absence reason.
77% of students were retained from Year 10 in 2020 to commence Year 11 in 2021
85% of these Year 11 students were still enrolled at Wyong Christian Community School at the close of 2021.
In 2021 thirty seven students were enrolled in Year 12 and 97% successfully completed the Higher School
Certificate. There were 3 students (8%) who attempted a VET qualification and 1 student (2.7%) who completed
a School Based Apprenticeships (SBAT).
Of those students leaving school following the completion of Year 12:
50 % Entered the workforce
38 % Commenced further study
12 % Are unknown

STUDENT WELFARE, ANTI-BULLYING, DISCIPLINE, COMPLAINTS AND
GRIEVANCES POLICIES
All of the policies of Wyong Christian Community School are founded on biblical principles and serve to enhance
the wellbeing of our students.

Policy Area

Changes in 2021 Access to Full Text

Student Welfare
Our school community must provide a safe and supportive There were no changes
learning environment for all students. A supportive made in 2021
environment facilitates and enhances the spiritual,
emotional, academic, social, mental, and physical
development of students. Through pastoral care students
can be supported and minimized from risk in a Christian
environment.
Throughout 2021 Counselling services remained available to
all students as did our Chaplaincy service. Students can
access these services via personal request or referral as
outlined in our Counselling Services Policy

Available to all community
members upon request
Available to staff via Staff
Handbook under Student
Wellbeing Policies
subsection located on
CANVAS (School Learning
Platform)

Anti-bullying and Cyber-bullying
Bullying has no place at Wyong Christian Community
School. It is defined as targeted and repeated hurtful
behaviour within an imbalanced relationship with a
deliberate intent to cause harm or distress. Bullying may
include violence, aggression, intimidation, exclusion,
rejection, belittling or threats. It is unacceptable because ALL
people are made in God’s image and ALL are therefore
worthy of our respect. As well as acting swiftly on any
identified bullying behaviours, we endeavour to raise
awareness of what makes students resilient, to develop
strategies to reduce vulnerabilities and increase coping skills.

There were no changes Available to all community
members via school
made in 2021.
website:
Review of the Antiwww.wyongccs.nsw.edu.au
Bullying Policy and
Cyber Bullying Policy is Available to staff via Staff
Handbook under Student
planned for 2022
Wellbeing Policies
subsection located on
CANVAS (School Learning
Platform)

Student Discipline
The Discipline Policy read with the Anti-Bullying and Cyber
Bullying Policy covers key issues of expectations,
communication and strategies to promote the wellbeing of
all students. The school operates under three key rules: Work
Hard, Be Kind and Show Respect.

Our Behaviour
Management Policy
was reviewed in 2021
and retitled The
Discipline Policy

Corporal punishment is not used or condoned within the
school precinct and we do not implicitly or explicitly sanction
the administering of corporal punishment by non-school
persons, including parents, to support the school’s discipline.

Available to all community
members on request
Available to staff via Staff
Handbook under Student
Wellbeing Policies
subsection located on
CANVAS (School Learning
Platform)

Reporting complaints and resolving grievances
Our Communications & Grievance Policy provides a biblical There were no changes
framework through which community members can made in 2021
communicate any concerns or grievances they may
experience. Community has always been central to the
operation of WCCS and a clear framework under which
communication can occur is vital in retaining a healthy
community.

Available to all community
members upon request or
via the school website:
www.wyongccs.nsw.edu.au

Priority Area Identified in 2020

Achievement in 2021

Embedding of the Pedagogical Approach of
Explicit Instruction into teaching practice.

We have seen positive gains within the teaching staff regarding
their understanding of Explicit Instruction. Momentum slowed
when we had to move to remote learning for all of Term 3 and
half of Term 4. We are confident that we can continue moving
forward on this initiative in 2022 with consistent classroom
attendance by all.

Finalise a new strategic plan for the next 3-5
years incorporating a new masterplan for the
whole school.

Work has been ongoing with regard to the submission of a
Master Plan to council that would incorporate projected
growth. This will enable us to confirm the approval of additional
students onsite above our existing cap. Planning is also
commencing on an additional four classrooms to meet our
existing needs for purpose built facilities.

Stability and familiarity for the community in
light of the pandemic.

Unfortunately, not as much progress was made in this
endeavour as was hoped. School lockdowns in 2020 and the
associated anxiety because of the pandemic meant that it was
identified as a priority to provide stability and familiarity for our
community as much as possible. Sadly 2021 precipitated the
longest lockdown on record which means there will be more
work to complete in 2022 for this priority area.

Strengthen the learning gains provided by a
change in Timetable structure for Secondary.

The changed timetable for Secondary meant we transitioned
from 7 x 45 minute lessons to 4 x 77 minute lessons. This
provided learning gains through less movement between
lessons and less subjects that students had to prepare for each
day. It also supported teaching staff who were now only
programming classwork for one duration as opposed to single
and double periods in the previous format. It did mean that we
had to move to a fortnightly timetable although the community
handled this transition better than anticipated.

Undertake Professional Development
specifically aligned to the priority areas
identified in the school improvement plan.

Professional learning in 2021 focused on a number of key
identified areas. These included the establishment of Learning
Intentions and Success Criteria which support the development
of explicit instruction. Behaviour management, the third teacher
and the implementation of God’s Big Story were also key
components of our professional learning. Further to our planned
Professional Development, COVID-19 led us to do additional
training in Canvas and the use of Zoom to assist during the
period of remote learning.

Wyong Christian Community School has a strong focus on ensuring that everyone feels safe and supported
within our community. We feel this occurs most successfully when students are taught to be respectful of their
peers and their teachers. Helping students to take ownership of their actions and be responsible for their choices
helps cultivate the culture we value so highly. Our mission statement articulates this belief. Our mission is to
‘Equip young people to be responsible and responsive disciples of the Lord Jesus Christ.’ Some of the ways this
works out in practice include:
Our daily devotional program for staff constantly promotes the nine elements of the Values Education in
Australian Schools initiative of the Australian Government, two of which are Respect and Responsibility.
Each year we embrace the National Day of Action against Bullying and Violence. During our School Cross
Country we integrate the “Bullying No Way!” initiatives into the carnival itself along with curriculum lessons on the
day that have an anti-bullying theme.

We also engage with RUOK day that usually occurs in September to help students develop the capacity to
consider others wellbeing and engage in discussions about one another’s welfare.
Within our Junior School at weekly assemblies some of the awards students receive include ‘Fruit of the Spirit
Awards’ where students are acknowledged for displaying one or more of the Fruit of the Holy Spirit – Love, Joy,
Peace, Patience, Kindness, Goodness, Faithfulness, Gentleness and Self-Control.
Within our PDHPE curriculum across the K-10 syllabus we ensure that lessons focusing on positive relationships,
healthy wellbeing and what it means to be respectful are included. These lessons are taught from a biblical
perspective with scripture grounding each of the lessons within God’s word.
Our Discipline policy has a strong focus on positive reinforcement of good behaviour before any negative
consequences need to be put in place. Our desire is to be proactive and encouraging within our community to
promote respect and responsibility.

In 2021 Christian Schools Australia undertook a Community Profile Survey aimed at gaining an understanding as
to why parents are choosing to send their children to Christian Schools. The survey involved CSA schools across
all of Australia. WCCS chose to be part of the process. We had good engagement from our community and were
particularly encouraged by the results received.
Whilst there was considerably more data than is listed, some of the statistically significant information is listed
below: (answers reflect the % of responses who identified this response)

WCCS

All CSA
Schools

Main reason families choose our school:
- Christian School Values that align with my own
- Christian Curriculum

73
48

54
34

86
80

74
64

59
37

45
28

67
50

46
36

Practices families think should be most important at our school:
- Teaching of traditional Christian values and beliefs
- Christian studies program
Outcomes families hope their children will achieve from attending our school:
- Strong character and Christian values
- Love for God and others
Word families use to describe the general ‘feel of the school:
- Christ-centred
- Nuturing

This was a tremendously encouraging result. It communicated strongly that our parent community are in
alignment with the school’s mission and vision.
In 2021 we had a very small turnover of staff. Without vaccine mandates being considered there was only five
staff across our entire organisation that chose to leave. This is another confirmation of the positive view staff
have of working as part of our ministry. Similarly, our student body had a relatively small number of departures
when considered against the overall student population. It is truly a wonderful gift that the vast majority of Year
12 students graduating have spent the majority, if not all of their schooling years at WCCS.

2021 INCOME

2021 RECURRENT AND CAPITAL EXPENDITURE

PUBLICATION REQUIREMENT
Available on Wyong Christian Community School’s Website
https://www.wyongccs.nsw.edu.au/
And NESA Website
www.educationstandards.nsw.edu.au

